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What Issues Move Hispanic Citizens?

Testing the impact of Spanish-language radio ads.

Overview
Americas Majority Foundation commissioned Evolving Strategies to run a
PocketTrial® online survey experiment testing six conservative messages on
business taxes (partisan), abortion (partisan and non-partisan), education
(partisan and non-partisan), and gun control (non-partisan). A PocketTrial®
quantifies the true impact of a message using a customized, double-blind, and
fully controlled experimental design. It’s like a small-scale clinical drug trial,
but it’s a message we’re testing.
Many pundits and politicians have argued that the best way to bring
Hispanic voters to the conservative side on policy and vote preferences is to
emphasize social issues. Still others argue that it is better to focus on
economic issues.
But what message is really most effective at increasing support for
conservative issues and candidates? Is there a serious risk of backlash on
conservative social or economic issues? Which arguments work best overall
and with swing voters? How do these messages affect the political landscape,
as well as support for Democrats and Republicans?
To answer these questions, we ran a PocketTrial® online survey
experiment exposing 1,760 Spanish-fluent citizens across the country to one
of six messages on core conservative issues or a Control group (fielded March
15--25, 2013).
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Overview of Results
Impact on Trust
Conservatives and Republicans have a serious trust deficit in the
Hispanic community. Even among the 25 percent of our respondents
who oppose abortion under any circumstances, Democrats are trusted
over Republicans on the issue of abortion by 36 to 30 percent. If
Republicans can’t even earn the trust of a plurality of strongly pro-life
Hispanics on the issue of abortion itself, then there is a deep underlying
problem that goes far beyond any single issue.
Is there any hope of shifting Hispanic voters toward support of
conservative policies and trust in conservative candidates? Our results
suggest there is hope, but it won’t be easy.

1) Swing voters, and conservative Democrats in particular, are the
most malleable voters and should be the core targets for
persuasion.

2) Among swing voters, the Partisan Abortion ad shifts trust away
from Democrats toward Republicans on taxes, spending, and
education.

3) Among swing voters, the Partisan Education ad shifts trust away
from Democrats toward Republicans on taxes, education, and
gun control.

4) Among swing voters, the Non-Partisan Abortion ad shifts trust

away from Democrats toward Republicans on spending and gun
control.
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Impact on Political Support
How does trust on the issues translate into political support? Can we
actually move votes with a single, 30 or 60-second ad?
In short, ¡Sí, se puede! The experimental results suggest that a brief,
powerful message, can significantly shift vote preferences among
Hispanic citizens. The ads that moved voters on trust also moved them on
vote preferences.

1) The Partisan Abortion ad boosted support for Republican

congressional candidates by 10 points among swing voters.

2) The Non-Partisan Abortion ad dragged down support for
Democrats by 7 points.

3) The Partisan Education ad increased Republican support

among swing voters by 8 points and appeared to sap support for
Democrats by 6 points.

A successful advertising campaign targeting Hispanic voters will:

1) Deliver direct and assertive social and fiscal conservative
arguments, and

2) Be clear that Democrats and liberals have harmed the

community while conservatives and Republicans aim to help.

Bottom line:

5) Among all voters, the Partisan Business Taxes ad shifts trust

The Partisan Abortion ad was most effective at boosting
political support for Republican Congressional candidates.

There is little suggestion of any net backlash effect from the ads, with
the exception of the Non-Partisan Education ad, which could weaken
support for Republican congressional candidates. Otherwise, the trend
of the impacts are generally neutral or in a positive direction.

The Non-Partisan Abortion ad was most effective at
sapping support for Democratic Congressional candidates.

away from Democrats toward Republicans on spending.

Bottom line:
The Partisan Abortion ad is most effective at shifting trust
from Democrats to Republicans.

The Partisan Education ad is effective at shifting vote
preferences from Democrats to Republicans.
Partisan appeals on abortion and education yield clear
benefits in support for the GOP and trust in the Party on
various social and economic issues.

The Partisan Education ad is also broadly effective at
shifting trust from Democrats to Republicans.
The Non-Partisan Abortion ad has an sporadic, but
potentially very powerful negative impact on trust in
Democrats.
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Overview of Experimental Design & Methodology
Basic Structure of a PocketTrial®

Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4

Control

Message 1

Message 2

Message 1+2

Overview of Methodology
We exposed 1,760 Spanish-fluent citizens to one of six radio ads on core conservative issues or a
Control group (fielded March 15 -- 25, 2013). The sample was drawn from an opt-in market
research panel specializing in Hispanic consumers.
Respondents were randomly assigned to one Condition, and exposed to one Treatment ad
specific to that Condition only. All ad Treatments were delivered to the respondents as audio
recordings, presented within an online survey (the audio began playing automatically to ensure
exposure). The Control group heard one of the treatment ads at the end of the survey after the
survey outcome measures had been answered.
The survey and treatments were presented to the respondents as a study on media consumption
and current affairs. Respondents were never asked to rate or in any way judge the ads. All
respondents otherwise answered the same survey questions in an identical survey instrument. The
order in which the ads were presented to respondents in the combined treatment conditions was
randomized, as were other questions and responses where appropriate. Impact analysis was
conducted using multinomial and ordered logistic regression models, including a range of control
variables. Percentages are predicted probabilities based on the marginal impact of each treatment.
Sample Note:
The sample of respondents is significantly younger and more educated than the Spanish-fluent
population overall. (We use the Pew Hispanic Center 2008 Post-Election National Survey of Latinos,
only respondents who are citizens and speak Spanish “very well,” as a general benchmark for
demographic and political characteristics. There are some minor differences in benchmark
questions between the two surveys.)
Overall turnout among Hispanic voters in the 2012 election was substantially lower than the
2008 benchmark. However, the predicted two-party vote share for Obama was very close; 82 percent
of respondents in our survey voted for Obama in 2012 and 85 percent voted for Obama in 2008
according to the Pew survey. A check on predicted probabilities after weighting to match Pew’s
2008 age group benchmarks (18-34/35-54/55+) indicates very little movement, with an average
difference in predicted vote probabilities for each Condition of just .7 points (maximum difference
of less than 1.5 points), and a two-party Obama vote share of 81 percent.
Differences in education levels pose a greater concern for generalization about the Hispanic
electorate as a whole, as our sample has significantly more respondents with some college and a two
or four-year degree, and far fewer who have no high school degree. Only 6 percent of the sample
has no high-school degree, compared with nearly 30 percent in the 2008 Pew survey. Despite this,
weighting to match Pew’s 2008 education benchmarks indicates little movement in predicted
probabilities, with an average difference in predicted vote probabilities for each Condition of just
2.3 points (maximum difference of 7 points), and a two-party Obama vote share of 84 percent.
Nonetheless, the results presented here should be considered generalizable to a population that has completed
high school.
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Experimental Conditions
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Modeling Party Support & Voter Behavior in a Survey
How do you turn a vote preference into an action?
Your vote is a strange thing. It is valuable, but you can’t spend it on yourself: you
can only give it away. Sometimes people give their vote to a candidate because they
like and want to help him. And a lot of the time, people give their vote to a candidate
because they dislike the other candidate and want to hurt him.
A vote is a real action, something of value that voters use to help or harm
candidates. But asking a respondent who they would vote for if the election was held
today is a very abstract thing . . . there is little, if anything, of value attached to their
answer.
So how can we make an early “vote” real for survey respondents? How can we put
respondents in a decision framework where their response will really help or harm
one of the parties or candidates? Taking inspiration from experiments in behavioral
economics, we developed a game that is analogous to a real-life vote decision.
We give each respondent $100 to give to the Democratic or Republican Party. But
they can also choose to take away $100 from one of the parties. And if they are really
uncertain, they can choose to let the money go to the default winner of the survey.
This makes an abstract early “vote” concrete by attaching real value to their answer in
the survey. It allows us to better capture which side someone will vote for, or against,
and what motivates their vote.

Control Group Response Averrages
Party Support
Respondents

Democrats

Republicans

All

52%

22%

Male

53%

22%

Female

51%

22%

Non-Swing Respondents

49%

26%

Swing Respondents

55%

18%

Democrat

73%

9%

Independent

19%

15%

Republican

17%

61%
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How to read the charts

Conclusions - All Respondents

The charts on this and subsequent pages show the impact of each ad
on the percentage of respondents who support Republican/Democratic
Congressional Candidates compared to the Control group.
Each line represents how support increased or decreased compared to
the Control; if the line moves up from left to right, support increased, and
if it moves down from left to right, support decreased. A flat line indicates
no movement at all.

The only ad that seems to have an overall net positive impact on
political support for Republicans is the Partisan Abortion ad. The Partisan
Education ad appears relatively neutral, and the remainder of the ads
trend in a net negative direction, although none of these movements are
statistically significant.

Impact on MoneyVote ® Support for Republicans for Congress
(All Respondents)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

Conclusions - Swing Respondents

Percentage Supporting Republicans

35%

Swing voters are all respondents who a) identify with the Democratic
Party, but are moderate or conservative on social and economic issues, b)
identify with the Republican Party, but are only somewhat conservative,
moderate, or liberal, and c) pure Independents who do not identify with
either major Party.

30%

The Partisan Abortion and Partisan Education ads both have strong,
statistically significant impacts on Republican support. The Partisan
Education and Non-Partisan Abortion ads appear to drag down support for
Democrats, but the effects are not statistically significant.

25%

20%

The Partisan Abortion and Partisan Education ads have a
significant positive impact, boosting Republican support 10
and 8 points respectively
The Non-Partisan Abortion and Partisan Education ads
appear to drag down Democratic support (-6 to -7 points),
but the impact is not statistically significant.

15%

10%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

Although not statistically significant, the Partisan Abortion
ad appears to push voters away from Democrats and
toward Republicans by a few percentage points.
Although not statistically significant, the Non-Partisan
Education ad appears potentially damaging to general
support for Republican Congressional candidates.

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact on MoneyVote ® Support for Republicans for Congress
(All Respondents)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

Impact on MoneyVote ® Support for Democrats for Congress
(All Respondents - Percentage supporting Democrats)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

65%

Percentage Supporting Democrats

Percentage Supporting Republicans

35%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

60%

55%

50%

45%

40%

Messages
(Treatment)

35%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Message Impact on:
MoneyVote ® Measure of Party Support (Swing Voters)
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Impact on MoneyVote ® Support for Republicans for Congress
(Swing Voters)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

Impact on MoneyVote ® Support for Democrats for Congress
(Swing Voters)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

65%

Percentage Supporting Democrats

Percentage Supporting Republicans

35%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

60%

55%

50%

45%

40%

Messages
(Treatment)

35%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Who Do Respondents Trust on the Issues?
Overview of Issue-Trust Questions
The survey included five issue measures to gauge trust in
the Democratic and Republican Parties on the main issues
addressed in the 6 ads: taxes, spending, abortion, education,
and gun control.
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they trusted
Democrats, Republicans, or neither Party on each issue. Each
trust item followed the structure of the question to the right,
which asks about trust on the issue of taxes.
The table below provides the average response
percentages in the Control group to use as a baseline for the
message impacts.

Contro
ol Group Ressponse Averages
Percentage of Responden
nts Who Trust Democrats/R
D
Republicans on Each Issue
Ta
axes
Respondents

Spen
nding

Abo
ortion

Educ
cation

Gun Control

Democrats

Republicans

Democrats

Republicans

Democrats

Republicans

Democrats

Republicans

Democrats

Republicans

All

41%

15%

40%

14%

38%

19%

46%

15%

40%

18%

Male

44%

16%

40%

17%

40%

21%

46%

15%

42%

19%

Female

39%

14%

40%

12%

36%

17%

45%

14%

38%

17%

Non-Swing Respondents

42%

19%

39%

15%

41%

19%

47%

16%

37%

19%

Swing Respondents

39%

11%

41%

14%

31%

20%

44%

13%

43%

17%

Democrat

60%

6%

57%

4%

54%

9%

66%

5%

57%

8%

Independent

12%

7%

12%

7%

13%

9%

10%

5%

12%

9%

Republican

9%

43%

9%

45%

10%

49%

12%

46%

11%

50%
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Message Impact on:
Which Party do you trust on Taxes?
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How to read the charts

Conclusions - All Respondents

The charts on this and subsequent pages show the impact of each ad
on the percentage of respondents who say they trust Republicans/
Democrats on taxes compared to the Control group.
Each line represents how trust increased or decreased compared to
the Control; if the line moves up from left to right, trust increased, and if
it moves down from left to right, trust decreased. A flat line indicates no
movement at all.

Impact - Trust Republicans on Taxes
(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)
P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

The Partisan Abortion ad boosts trust in Republicans on
taxes by 5 points.
The Partisan Business Taxes ad appears to drag down
support for Democrats by about -5 points, but the impact is
not statistically significant.

Conclusions - Swing Respondents
Swing voters are all respondents who a) identify with the Democratic Party,
but are moderate or conservative on social and economic issues, b) identify
with the Republican Party, but are only somewhat conservative, moderate, or
liberal, and c) pure Independents who do not identify with either Party.

30%

Percentage Trusting Republicans

The Partisan Abortion ad is the only one to have a statistically
significant impact on trust in regard to taxes, boosting trust in Republicans
by 5 points. All other impacts are insignificant, but trend in the right
direction for the Partisan Business Taxes and both Education ads.

25%

The Partisan Abortion and Partisan Education ads are the clear winners on
shifting trust in regard to taxes, with both boosting trust in Republicans by 9
points. The Non-Partisan Education ad also has a significant, but smaller
positive impact. All other impacts are insignificant, but either trend in the
right direction or appear neutral. The Partisan Education and Non-Partisan
Abortion ads seem to drag down trust in Democrats, but the impacts are not
statistically significant.

20%

15%

The Partisan Abortion and Partisan Education ads boost trust in
Republicans on taxes by a highly significant 9 points.
The Non-Partisan Education ad boosts trust in Republicans on
taxes by a statistically significant 7 points.

10%

5%

0%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact - Trust Republicans on Taxes

Impact - Trust Democrats on Taxes

(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)

(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Democrats)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

55%

Percentage Trusting Democrats

Percentage Trusting Republicans

30%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

Messages
(Treatment)

25%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact - Trust Republicans on Taxes

Impact - Trust Democrats on Taxes

(Swing Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)

(Swing Respondents - Percentage Trusting Democrats)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

50%

Percentage Trusting Democrats

Percentage Trusting Republicans

30%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

45%

40%

35%

30%

25%

Messages
(Treatment)

20%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Message Impact on:
Which Party do you trust on Spending?
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Conclusions - All Respondents

The charts on this and subsequent pages show the impact of each ad
on the percentage of respondents who say they trust Republicans/
Democrats on spending compared to the Control group.
Each line represents how trust increased or decreased compared to
the Control; if the line moves up from left to right, trust increased, and if
it moves down from left to right, trust decreased. A flat line indicates no
movement at all.

Impact on Trust in Republicans on Spending
(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)
P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

The Partisan Business Taxes and Partisan Abortion ads both boost
trust in Republicans on spending by 6 and 5 points respectively. The other
ads trend positive or neutral. The Partisan and Non-Partisan Abortion ads,
and the Partisan Education ad all drag down trust in Democrats on
spending.
The Partisan Abortion and Partisan Business Taxes ads
boost trust in Republicans by a significant 5 to 6 points.
The Partisan and Non-Partisan Abortion ads drag down
trust in Democrats by a significant -7 points.
The Partisan Education ad drags down trust in Democrats
by a significant -6 points.
The Partisan Abortion and Partisan Business Taxes ads are
the most effective ads for impacting spending trust.

30%

Percentage Trusting Republicans

Conclusions - Swing Respondents
Swing voters are all respondents who a) identify with the Democratic
Party, but are moderate or conservative on social and economic issues, b)
identify with the Republican Party, but are only somewhat conservative,
moderate, or liberal, and c) pure Independents who do not identify with
either Party.
The Partisan Abortion ad boosts trust in Republicans on spending by 8
points, and has a possible, but statistically insignificant, negative impact on
trust in Democrats. The Non-Partisan Abortion ad has a surprisingly strong
negative impact, dragging down trust in Democrats by 13 points. All other
impacts are insignificant, but trend in the right direction in terms of trust
in both Republicans and Democrats.

25%

20%

15%

The Partisan Abortion ad boosts trust in Republicans on
spending by a significant 8 points.
The Partisan Business Taxes ad appears to boost trust in
Republicans 6 points, but the impact is not significant.
The Non-Partisan Abortion ad drags down trust in
Democrats by a surprisingly large -13 points.

10%

5%

0%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact on Trust in Republicans on Spending

Impact on Trust in Democrats on Spending

(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)

(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Democrats)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

55%

Percentage Trusting Democrats

Percentage Trusting Republicans

30%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

Messages
(Treatment)

25%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact on Trust in Republicans on Spending

Impact on Trust in Democrats on Spending

(Swing Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)

(Swing Respondents - Percentage Trusting Democrats)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

55%

Percentage Trusting Democrats

Percentage Trusting Republicans

30%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

Messages
(Treatment)

25%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Which Party do you trust on Abortion?
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Conclusions - All Respondents

The charts on this and subsequent pages show the impact of each ad
on the percentage of respondents who say they trust Republicans/
Democrats on abortion compared to the Control group.
Each line represents how trust increased or decreased compared to
the Control; if the line moves up from left to right, trust increased, and if
it moves down from left to right, trust decreased. A flat line indicates no
movement at all.

Impact - Trust Republicans on Abortion
(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)
P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

Percentage Trusting Republicans

35%

30%

There are no statistically significant ad impacts on trust on abortion,
however the Partisan Abortion ad suggestively trends in the correct
directions.
No statistically significant impact, but the Partisan Abortion
ad trends in the correct direction for the impact on trust in
Democrats and Republicans on abortion.

Conclusions - Swing Respondents
Swing voters are all respondents who a) identify with the Democratic
Party, but are moderate or conservative on social and economic issues, b)
identify with the Republican Party, but are only somewhat conservative,
moderate, or liberal, and c) pure Independents who do not identify with
either Party.
There are no statistically significant ad impacts on trust on abortion.
However the Partisan Education and Partisan Abortion ads suggestively
trend in the correct directions.
There are no statistically significant impacts, but the
Partisan Education and Partisan Abortion ads trend in the
correct direction for the impact on trust in Democrats and
Republicans on abortion.
Although not statistically significant, the impact of the NonPartisan Education ad trends in the wrong directions.

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact - Trust Republicans on Abortion

Impact - Trust Democrats on Abortion

(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)

(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Democrats)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

55%

Percentage Trusting Democrats

Percentage Trusting Republicans

35%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

Messages
(Treatment)

25%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact - Trust Republicans on Abortion

Impact - Trust Democrats on Abortion

(Swing Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)

(Swing Respondents - Percentage Trusting Democrats)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

45%

Percentage Trusting Democrats

Percentage Trusting Republicans

35%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

Messages
(Treatment)

15%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Conclusions - All Respondents

The charts on this and subsequent pages show the impact of each ad
on the percentage of respondents who say they trust Republicans/
Democrats on education compared to the Control group.
Each line represents how trust increased or decreased compared to
the Control; if the line moves up from left to right, trust increased, and if
it moves down from left to right, trust decreased. A flat line indicates no
movement at all.

Impact - Trust Republicans on Education
(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)
P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

Percentage Trusting Republicans

30%

26%

22%

There are no statistically significant ad impacts on trust on education,
however the Partisan Abortion ad suggestively trends in the correct
directions.
While there are no statistically significant impacts, the
Partisan Abortion ad trends in the correct direction for the
impact on trust in Democrats and Republicans on
education.

Conclusions - Swing Respondents
Swing voters are all respondents who a) identify with the Democratic
Party, but are moderate or conservative on social and economic issues, b)
identify with the Republican Party, but are only somewhat conservative,
moderate, or liberal, and c) pure Independents who do not identify with
either Party.
The Partisan Education ad has a significant positive impact on trust in
Republicans on the education issue, followed closely by the Partisan
Abortion ad. The Partisan Education ad appears to drag down trust in
Democrats, but the impact is not significant.
The Partisan Education and Partisan Abortion ads boost
trust in Republicans on education by a statistically
significant 9 and 7 points respectively.
Although not statistically significant, the impact of the
Partisan Education ad appears to drag down trust in
Democrats by about -6 points.

18%

13%

9%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact - Trust Republicans on Education

Impact - Trust Democrats on Education

(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)

(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Democrats)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

26%

22%

18%

13%

9%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

60%

Percentage Trusting Democrats

Percentage Trusting Republicans

30%

NP-Abortion
P-Education

55%

50%

45%

40%

35%

Messages
(Treatment)

30%
No Messages
(Control)

Messages
(Treatment)
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Impact - Trust Republicans on Education

Impact - Trust Democrats on Education

(Swing Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)

(Swing Respondents - Percentage Trusting Democrats)

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

26%

22%

18%

13%

9%

5%
No Messages
(Control)

P-Abortion
NP-Guns
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Message Impact on:
Which Party do you trust on Gun Control?

I give them experiments and they respond with speeches.
— Louis Pasteur

How to read the charts

Conclusions - All Respondents

The charts on this and subsequent pages show the impact of each ad
on the percentage of respondents who say they trust Republicans/
Democrats on gun control compared to the Control group.
Each line represents how trust increased or decreased compared to
the Control; if the line moves up from left to right, trust increased, and if
it moves down from left to right, trust decreased. A flat line indicates no
movement at all.

Impact - Trust Republicans on Gun Control
(All Respondents - Percentage Trusting Republicans)
P-Business Taxes
NP-Education

NP-Abortion
P-Education

P-Abortion
NP-Guns

Percentage Trusting Republicans

30%

25%

20%

There are no statistically significant ad impacts on trust on gun
control, however the Partisan Abortion ad suggestively trends in the
correct directions.
There are no statistically significant impacts, however the
Partisan Abortion ad trends in the correct direction for the
impact on trust in Democrats and Republicans on gun
control.

Conclusions - Swing Respondents
Swing voters are all respondents who a) identify with the Democratic
Party, but are moderate or conservative on social and economic issues, b)
identify with the Republican Party, but are only somewhat conservative,
moderate, or liberal, and c) pure Independents who do not identify with
either Party.
TheNon-Partisan Abortion and Partisan Education ads have a
surprisingly large negative impact on trust in Democrats. The Partisan
Abortion ad trends in the right direction on trust in Democrats, but the
impact is not statistically significant.
The Non-Partisan Abortion and Partisan Education ads drag
down trust in Democrats on the issue of gun control by a
surprisingly large and statistically significant -13 points.
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Adam Schaeffer is director of research and co-founder of Evolving
Strategies. Adam has an extensive background in online survey
development, message experiments, and the strategic analysis of message,
policy, and audience interactions. He has developed the methodology and
survey instruments for numerous online and field experiments.
Adam received his Ph.D. in American politics, with a focus in political
behavior, media effects, and coalitional politics, from the University of
Virginia. He received his M.A. in Social Science from the University of
Chicago, where his thesis integrated aspects of evolutionary theory and
psychology with political theory and strategy.
He has extensive policy research experience, with a particular
expertise in education and school choice issues, including detailed
legislative development and analysis, as well as analysis of public opinion
and political coalitions. He has commented on a range of political issues
in print and broadcast media such as The Wall Street Journal and Fox News.

Peter W. Wielhouwer is an Associate Professor of Political Science at
Western Michigan University and senior project analyst at Evolving
Strategies.
Peter received his Ph.D. from the University of Georgia, and is a
nationally-recognized scholar on campaigns and elections, faith and
politics, and racial politics. He has directed the graduate program in
campaign management and the nonpartisan Center for Grassroots Politics
at Regent University’s School of Government (VA).
Widely published in professional journals (including the Journal of
Politics and the American Journal of Political Science) and scholarly
books, Peter regularly speaks on faith and politics and American politics
for universities, professional organizations, churches, and faith-based
organizations.

ES-9
ES-9 (a pseudonym to protect his independence as an academic
researcher) is a statistician at Evolving Strategies with a personal interest in
contemporary politics and research interests in forecasting, monetary
policy, and asset pricing.
He has worked as a statistician at the Bureau of Economic Analysis on
research projects including valuing implicitly-provided financial services,
forecasting revisions in GDP, and modeling consumer choice and learning
in the cell phone industry. As an undergraduate student, he worked as a
research assistant on a project estimating effects of distance on trade.
He is a Ph.D. candidate in the economics department at a major U.S.
research university, and holds a master’s in statistics from Georgetown
University and a bachelor’s in economics and politics from Washington
and Lee University.

“So voters finally seem to be moving, part of what’s being called an Obama convention bounce. But
who exactly is doing the moving? I recently wrote about one of “PocketTrial” lab experiments . . .
- Sasha Issenberg, Victory Lab

“I’ve mentioned Evolving Strategies before, a D.C. consultant
group that does some really interesting online experiments . . .”
- Sean Trende, RealClearPolitics

“[At a time when Gingrich was at the peak of popularity, Evolving Strategies’ experiment] prefigured what weeks later
became reality, when a barrage of negative advertising from Romney and his super-PAC effectively sank Gingrich.
- Michael Warren, Weekly Standard
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